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Abstract
Archival collections hold tangible documentation of the range of human experience. Diaries,
letters, photographs, audio recordings, reports, and other paper and film-based materials tell the stories
of people’s lives. Using examples from the vast parapsychology archives and rare book collections at the
University of West Georgia, this paper will share people’s first-hand accounts of extraordinary incidents
or of their supernatural abilities, from the profound to the disappointing, and from the unexpected to
the purposefully sought, including near-death experiences, extrasensory perception, and psychedelic
drug use.
Keywords: archives, cultural heritage, libraries, libraries and society, parapsychology, altered states of
consciousness, remote viewing, near-death experiences, extrasensory perception, hallucinogenic drugs.
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Introduction
Archival evidence shows that, in the course of life, some humans have anomalous experiences
and altered states of consciousness. At the University of West Georgia, because of the unique topical
specialties of Humanistic Psychology and Parapsychology within the Department of Psychology, Special
Collections in the Irvine Sullivan Ingram Library deliberately collects archival materials, monographs,
serials, and other items which demonstrate the range of human experiences beyond the normal.
These primary sources–audio recordings, correspondence, drawings, emails, motion picture
films, photographs, reports, research files, and quantitative data, as examples–pertain to a broad swath
of the supernatural, including: auras, astrology, extrasensory perception, extraterrestrial beings, faith
healing, ghosts, near-death experiences, poltergeists, predictions, shamanism, spiritualism, and
unidentified flying objects. These materials not only contain accounts of supernatural experiences, but
they also often include the larger life context of the individuals who experience them, the situational
factors in which they occur, and the short- and long-term effects of these experiences on the people.
Furthermore, many of the archival collections we hold were created by researchers of the supernatural,
and in their analysis of these phenomenon, draw out meanings and implications for society.
Archives and libraries, with the paper, film, and digital materials we are charged to collect and
preserve as cultural heritage, are fundamentally about people. In my years as a curator and
administrator in academic libraries’ special collections, I have borne witness to the detritus of human
life. It has taught me that my own range of my experience is very small and also convinced me that what
we know and acknowledge–scientifically and societally–about human experiences is very small as well.
In this article I will briefly describe the role of the supernatural in society, present a taste of archival
materials about the supernatural, and discuss why it is important to collect them as part of our cultural
heritage duties.
The Roles of the Supernatural in Society
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Defining the parameters of supernatural phenomen in society is incredibly complex. Individuals
hold beliefs, have experiences, are practitioners of the supernatural; and for an array of religious and
cultural groups, the supernatural has a spectrum of roles from stimulating personal growth to serving as
explanations for the mysterious.
A 2005 Gallup poll revealed that 74% of Americans hold at least one paranormal belief, and 57%
of Americans believe in at least two. Of ten listed beliefs, the highest percentages were in extrasensory
perception, haunted houses, and that ghosts or spirits of the dead can return in certain situations or
places. There are categories that have been withdrawn from the “paranormal” over the years. The
existence of extraterrestrial beings, as an example, is now a probabilistic reality with the discovery of
thousands of exoplanets that could support life (Temming, 2020). Healing the body through the mind is
also now an accepted fact, as shown through humans recovering from illness while taking placebos.
There is an important distinction between belief, and people who actually seek or have these
experiences or abilities. In an earlier poll, 38% of respondents stated they believed that “ghosts or that
spirits of dead people can come back in certain places and situations” (Gallup, 2001). The key there is
that the action lays with the ghosts or spirits. Compare that with finding in the same poll that only 28%
of respondents believe “people can hear from or communicate mentally with someone who has died”
(Gallup, 2001). In this statement, the belief puts the people first, in other words, that there is an
intentional seeking to hear from the dead, perhaps through psychics, mediums, Ouija boards, or other
methods. Taking deliberate action to engage with the supernatural, or having a profound anomalous
experience, I would assert, labels a person as strange in a society, like America, which highly values
scientific rationalism and tends to deny or suppress the emotional and intuitive aspects our humanness.
Hence, humanistic psychology–which looks at the whole of the human, the context in which they live,
and the nourishment of that individual towards self-actualization–a field which holds space for
anomalous experiences, is still overshadowed by a focus on behavior which is more easily described and
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addressed. Hence, the paranormal is hindered with the “para” prefix of being “beside” and the “super”
being beyond the “normal.”
“Normal” and “natural” are words of judgement that carry in them the legacy and continued
reality of the strictures that repress, harm, and rob freedom from people, especially those who are
black, indigenous, people of color, lesbian, gay, transgender, queer, androgynous, economically
disadvantaged, and those who have endured abuse and trauma. Looking at the supernatural through
the lens of power structures in society, which oppress and de-value certain lives and religious and
cultural practices, the findings of a 2019 United Kingdom study are not surprising: a belief in the
paranormal (that is the exact term used in the study) correlates negatively with mental toughness,
defined as stress tolerance and successful performance (Drinkwater et al., p. 281) and there are
“correlations between paranormal belief and perceived lack of control over everyday life” (Drinkwater
et al, 2019, p. 281, citing Irwin, 2000).
In order to provide a more equitable understanding of the human experience in America, and in
order to document that which has captured our belief, it is important to collect, preserve, and share
primary source materials on the supernatural. The archival examples that are shared all come from
Special Collections in Ingram Library at the University of West Georgia, and represent three aspects of
the supernatural that get beyond belief, but that are examples of incidents and practices: near-death
experiences because they are inadvertent encounters with the supernatural, psychic phenomenon
because they are the largest category of materials we hold on this topic, and psychedelic drug
experiences because they are deliberately sought.
Exploration 1: Near-Death Experiences
Near-death experiences, which can occur at a time when a person is gravely injured or ill, are
likely the most common inexplicable supernatural occurrence. Near-death experiences are a global
phenomenon across locale, skin color, culture, ethnicity, gender, age, religious belief, and other
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categories of identity and belonging. This topic is the life-long research pursuit of Dr. Kenneth Ring, a
now retired psychology professor from the University of Connecticut. His papers contain extensive
interviews with hospital patients that were part of formal studies, other data generated by formal
studies focused on particular groups, and correspondence with people who reached out to him to share
their near-death experiences.
In a set of files pertaining to a hospital-based study in the New Haven, Connecticut area from
1976-1977 is an audio cassette and transcript of an interview between Dr. Ring and Iris, a woman who
had undergone an uneventful heart surgery but went into acute adrenal crisis 12 hours later (see Figure
1). She stated:
… the memory I do have is of firstly being in the bed, talking to the nurse, then doctors came in
and somebody said they were going to do a ‘cut-down’ on me. And that’s my last logical thought
because after I remember being above the bed – I was not in the bed anymore – looking down
on me laying in the bed and I remember saying to myself, ‘I don’t want you to do a cut-down.’
They didn’t hear me. (Iris, ca. 1976-1977)
She continues,
And then I know that the doctors worked on me for many hours, And I remember being first
above my body and then I remember being in like a valley. And this valley reminded me of what
I think of the valley of the shadow of death. I met a person in this valley. And this person – I
realized later on – was my grandfather who I had never met. (Iris, ca. 1976-1977)
Dr. Ring asks: “How did you recognize him to be your grandfather?” Iris had previously said that she was
close to her grandmother and had seen pictures of her grandfather, and she responds:
I just knew it. I just had the feeling that I know this person. And yet I really don’t know him.
Anyway, I also remember it being a very pretty valley. Very pleasant. And I felt very calm at that
point. I don’t remember struggling at that point at all. (Iris, ca. 1976-1977)
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Iris says that the point when she stopped struggling was when her grandfather-figure says to her, ‘Iris,
don’t give up. You’re still needed. I’m not ready for you yet” (Iris, ca. 1976-1977). After her near-death
experience, Iris reported feeling “very calm” and shocked at what had happened – of leaving her body,
viewing her body at a vantage point, being in this other-worldly space and speaking with a deceased
loved one - and that she felt a tremendous confidence in myself, that I could do anything, which was a
very good feeling…And I found it to be like a rebirth, an awakening” (Iris, ca. 1976-1977).
She attempted to tell the doctors at Yale-New Haven hospital about her experience and “they wouldn’t
listen.” “I find people are really stand-offish when you starting talking about it. You know, they ’ll say,
‘Oh, REALLY?’ and they kind of hesitate away from you” (Iris, ca. 1976-1977).
From that same Hartford, Connecticut hospital study is an interview transcript with Art who hit
his head on a rock while diving, was pronounced dead by a doctor, but then regained a pulse and was in
a coma for several months. Asked about what his recollections during this period of unconsciousness, he
replied,
It’s not a total blank. Well, I suppose we could start off simply. It’s not…[indicating a pause] a
place I went. It’s a place…It’s not really even a place. It was…It was. And what was, was that I
was able to…to view the world…from the position where I was. Which was no position, but…all
positions. I could perceive the world as a whole…or any particular part of it that I wanted…at the
same time. (Art, ca. 1976-1977)
He recalls, “A matter of…understanding. Being aware of things” (Art, ca. 1976-1977).
In reviewing patient data logs in Dr. Ring’s notebook from this study and in reading the
interviews–with people who attempted suicide, survived car crashes, lived through hemorrhaging after
giving birth–there are clearly people who did not have near-death experiences. Some who did reported
life flash-backs, going through a tunnel, the feeling of floating, and light, or being in immersive grayness.
There is a lot of variety including negative experiences which are referred to in the psychology field as
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“hellscapes.” But in the overall data of people who had an occurrence, many reported a transformative
experience with no feeling of pain, that reduced or eliminated their fear of death, and gave them a
profound sense of peace. For one man recovering from a suicide attempt, the peace of it was a
contributing factor for him to continue wanting to die. But for most, their near-death experiences
inspired them to positively change an aspect of their lives, expanded their non-judgmental acceptance
of others, and made them relish life. Another important commonality is that people in this liminal state
moved out of and beyond their physical body. To explore this corporal transcendence, Dr. Ring with
Sharon Cooper conducted a study of near-death experiences of people who were blind or visually
impaired in 1994-1995, which demonstrated that physical constraints in this life were not carried
forward into the experience as shown in this manuscript draft excerpting study subjects who described
full vision (Ring, 1994-1995, Box 149) (see Figure 2).
Exploration 2: Psychic Phenomenon
Mystical connections, omniscience, and being out of and beyond the body are themes in
people’s near-death experiences. Again, those experiences are inadvertent, non-intentional outcomes of
being severely ill or injured. These same themes, however, reappear in psychic occurrences and abilities
that people often deliberately seek and intentionally work to develop into a craft and sometimes even a
livelihood. The University of West Georgia’s Special Collections holds extensive archival collections, as
well as numerous how-to books and international serials on the psychic phenomenon and subsidiary
aspects such as pre-cognition, telepathy, remote viewing, and psychokinesis. There are two major
aspects to psi, an alternative word to psychic phenomenon. One is the ability to “to learn things without
using the sensory channels of information” (Berger & Berger, 1991, p. 338) which can simplistically be
described as information reception, and then there is the ability to effect change on the physical
environment or object without using the motor system of the body (Cavendish, 1974).
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William G. Roll, who began his academic career in 1957 by joining the staff of the
Parapsychology Laboratory at Duke University and eventually taking a professorship at the University of
West Georgia in 1986, ran multiple experiments on psychokinesis (PK), which is the ability to move
objects using only the power of the mind. It was his research that framed the occurrence of
poltergeists—noisy or rattling spirits that happen around the presence of typically a young person—as
recurrent spontaneous psychokinesis (RSPK). In 1958, Dr. Roll along with J. G. “Gaither” Pratt, travelled
to Seaford, New York to visit the home of the Hermann family where bottle tops would pop, bottles
would spontaneously overturn, and unexplained noises would occur. Their report on this case was
already at the press when, as documented in a letter marked as “not sent” from Dr. Pratt to the
Hermann family care of a Mr. G. H. Wood on 9 July 1958, Pratt expresses concern that the family will not
consent to take the “truth-detector test.” Dr. Pratt says: “I will not claim that this is not a great
disappointment to me. One of the great difficulties in trying to shed a little light upon these cases has
been that they have happened mostly to uneducated and superstitious families” (Pratt, 1958). Pratt
states that the test would use
very simple, general questions on the assumption that no one had anything to do with the
occurrences. After what Mr. and Mrs. told Bill [Roll] and me about the talk the family had on
Sunday night, March 2nd, that seemed justified as the approach to take. Of course, it would be
quite normal if James [the 12-year-old son in the household] had made those noises on Sunday
night, March 9th, just to see how Bill and I could react. (Pratt, 1958)
On the same day, a letter immediately located after the Pratt letter in the same file within the William G.
Roll papers (see Figure 3) is a letter from Roll to Pratt that says,
Well, too bad. But I don’t think we should give up the whole polygraph program. We are actually
weakest on the ‘Family Hoax Hypothesis’ not on the ‘Childish Pranks Hypothesis.’ If we could
have a polygraph recording of Mr. H. that would bolster our position a lot. (Roll, 1958)
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These letters reveal some of the challenges of conducting empirical research and particularly interesting
is the use of a device, like the polygraph, as a method for verifying subjective accounts.
The Roll papers also contain a box of bent cutlery. Bending metal, most commonly done through
the bending of spoons and forks, is an observable method of studying psychokinesis. Spoon-bending
experiments were popularized by psychic Uri Geller’s television appearances in the 1970s, the veracity
of which is still debated, but parapsychologists, like Roll, continued to study metal-bending under more
controlled laboratory conditions. The bent spoons, shown in Figure 4, in the Roll papers, did not come
with any contextual information, although there is a photograph of bent cutlery that pertain to a 19811982 study of a man in Brazil, Thomas, who allegedly had metal bending capabilities.
Our most requested archival collection are the papers of Ingo Swann, an artist, author, and
psychic who worked under government and corporate contracts for twenty years at Stanford Research
Institute (SRI) to investigate the efficacy of, and develop training programs for, psychic spying. Swann
coined the term remote viewing, in which people sit in one place while tapping into information about
another physical site, and record what that site looks and feels like through words and pictures. Swann
worked from 1977 to 1986 to develop Coordinate Remote Viewing (CRV) at SRI.
The procedures are of such a nature that they can only be cumulatively taught over a period of
about two years, and then only to rather bright students who are both highly self-aware and
capable of executing the ultra-swift mental activities which are the core of the
processes…Although I have no way of prove it, I believe that the methodologies and exercises
involved cause new neural pathways to form…(Swann, Box 18, Folder 3)
In 1979, Swann began taking his CRV training program and, in a controlled setting, testing it
himself. In figures 7, 8, and 9, the process is shown. In these experiments, an image of a site—torn out
from a magazine, typically—is selected by a person and then enclosed in an envelope which is placed in
another room. This site depicted on the image becomes the “target.” With coordinate remote viewing,
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Swann used geographic coordinates as a touchstone, much like a psychic in a missing person’s case
might use an item such as a comb or a shoe as a way of connecting. As usual with CRV, at the start of
the session he was given a latitude and longitude for the site by a facilitator. Swann then begins writing
words and drawing the information (see Figure 5). That session is also recorded and a transcript later
made. The outcome of this session is success: Swann identifies the location as the mouth of the
Columbia River which forms the boundary between Washington State and Oregon. This CRV experiment
runs the full day with hits, misses, and problems noted on the chart (see Figure 6). Swann describes in
his papers that he was not so much receiving information, but rather, that he was tapping into a greater
information field, what he called “metasensory consciousness.” For Swann, “the cultivation of ESP
[extrasensory perception] is an artistic performance. For every art, an appropriate craft is designed, and
as more is learned about the art, the craft develops accordingly” (Swann, undated manuscript of
“Emerald Kingdom,” p.72). In other words, the more learning and practice you put into it, the better
your capabilities.
Swann’s psi abilities were tested at the American Society for Psychical Research under Dr. Karlis
Osis, with Janet Lee Mitchell running the experiments, from 1971-1976. In Dr. Mitchell’s papers are all
the research data generated from cognitive tests on Swann, as well as data from other test subjects
including Dr. Alex Tanous and Blue Harary. Her papers include files from other experiments she
conducted in psychokinesis, like table turning, and in extrasensory perception. In 1973 she and Swann
were employed by an oil company, to look for underground oil fields. This short-term endeavor took
them through Tennessee, Mississippi, Louisiana, Texas, and Oklahoma, and she reports:
Wading through high weeds, being chased by animals, climbing over and thru barbed wire; I
can’t say that it was the most pleasant psychic investigation I was ever involved with. However,
some findings of underground structures that Ingo [Swann] identified were confirmed by
seismographers and geophysicists. (Mitchell, undated)
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Exploration 3: Altered States of Consciousness and Psychedelic Drugs
Having psychic abilities is probably somewhat uncommon, but the human experience with an
altered state of consciousness is not. While the Oxford English Dictionary defines it as “a state of mind
that differs from a person's normal state of consciousness or awareness, esp. one induced by drugs,
hypnosis, or mental disorder,” psychologist Dr. Stanley Krippner offered a much more expansive view. In
a lecture he gave at University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA) in 1969 he enumerated twenty states of
altered consciousness (see Figure 7). In a typed report of this lecture, Krippner defined an altered stated
as,
one which can be recognized by others as a result of psychological or behavioral change,
through a) subjective report by participant, b) objective report by observer, c) change in rate of
speech, gesture & facial expression, and d) changes monitored by electro-physiological
measurement, such as heart rate, brain waves, etc. (Krippner, 1969)
There are many everyday activities that can put one into a state of altered consciousness such
as sleeping, dreaming, and meditation, however, what continues to garner attention in America, starting
with psychologist Timothy Leary’s LSD experiments in the 1960s, are psychedelic drugs. Psychedelic
drugs are used in therapeutic and in religious contexts, and recreationally, as consciousness expanders.
Psilocybin “magic mushrooms”, LSD, and Ayahuasca, classified as serotonergic hallucinogens are,
powerful psychoactive substances that alter perception and mood and affect numerous
cognitive processes. They are generally considered physiologically safe and do not lead to
dependence or addiction. Their origin predates written history, and they were employed by
early cultures in many sociocultural and ritual contexts. (Nichols, 2016)
These uses of these drugs are recreational, for psychological treatment, and for spiritual healing. Using
psychedelic drugs is one pathway to intentionally experience an altered state of consciousness.
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Ayahuasca, a brewed drink from leaves of the Psychotria viridis shrub and stalks of
the Banisteriopsis caapi vine, is used by some religious communities in Brazil and North America, and an
interview with Hermani Mari, a Peruvian shamanic healer and ayahuasca ceremony leader, by Victoria
Alexander in 2001, which is located in the Krippner papers reveals:
I call the spirits to bring the medicine and to help the brothers and sisters here on earth...I
communicate with all the elements. The water, the earth, and the air in the heavens and all the
aspects of the body that the healing can be applied to. In the case of each person present in the
ceremony we sing an icaro [a power song] that is special for their needs. (Mari, 2001)
In the interview, the translator, Howard Lawler, interjects to say:
The soul flight [out-of-body feeling] is a fundamental component of the shamanic experience,
however attained. This is one way that facilitates this profoundly. There are other ways. One can
attain this same state through trance rhythm, such as drumming. But it takes more
concentration and usually takes longer. Sometimes it’s an easier path than this. Ayahuasca is
initially not an easy path for many. But it can help one achieve access to shamanic realms sooner
than later if you are well prepared and properly guided. (Mari, 2001)
Eileen Garrett, a famous Irish-born psychic and medium, took LSD in 1958, and a typed account
is in the papers of William G. Roll. She took the drug with a medical doctor, psychologist Dr. Karlis Osis,
and several others present. Garrett, in her drug-induced state, encounters her decreased friend, Maria
Huxley, and recounts seeing her in colors of blue, red, and purple,
But of all this, my body was at time quite insensible. I had become unreal to me. She was the
reality. So much so that I reach out and touched her arm. She was warm and breathing, and on
her hands the flesh was firm. She was so easy to touch, but ‘fusible’ with all the rest of sensation
around me. Her ideas were very easily understood and conveyed backward and forward.
(Garrett, 1958)
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Garrett recalls making jokes with her real-life companions and laughing aloud, and also that “color,
sound, smell, and even the objects in the room became beautiful and ran together in ribbons, to follow
time’s continuity” (Garrett, 1958).
In Special Collections at the University of West Georgia there are accounts, studies, and
correspondence with people such as Stanislav Grof, a psychoanalyst, who helped to pioneer the use of
psychedelics in therapy in the mid-1950s. While Dr. Grof’s papers are at Purdue University in Indiana,
our institution holds documentation of his surrounding colleagues and trial participants that help tell a
larger story. Another important point is that there is the guidance provided in archives, like the undated
paper from Dr. Neal M. Goldsmith on “The Ten Lessons of Psychedelic Psychotherapy, Rediscovered” in
the Krippner papers which lists ten lessons:
1. Each drug has a specific effect
2. Setting can strongly constrain and influence outcome
3. Mindset can scuttle a beautiful context or transcend a hellish one
4. In general, dose can determine whether it is a mild or extreme experience, although it is
often less important than setting and mindset
5. Preparation, expectations and knowledge can enable lasting value
6. Ritual can transmit prior wisdom and guide successful practice
7. Support from experienced guides reduces fear and increases benefit
8. Re-entry to a supporting socio-cultural/community context helps retention
9. Accompanying depth psychotherapy (if needed) and ongoing spiritual practice offer the
main opportunity for lasting growth
10. A revised world view is both a requirement for and a result of integrated psychedelic
practice (Goldsmith, undated)
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As author of the book, How to Change Your Mind: What the New Science of Psychedelics Teaches Us
About Consciousness, Dying, Addiction, Depression, and Transcendence, Michael Pollan shared during
the NPR “Fresh Air” interview with Terry Gross, 2018:
we all assume consciousness is generated by our brains. But it’s important to understand, I
think the Dalai Lama said this, that’s just a hypothesis. There are people who believe that
consciousness is a property of the universe, like electromagnetic radiation or gravity.
(Pollan, 2018)
Why is collecting materials about supernatural experiences important?
Collecting and administering archival collections, teaching, and working with a wide array of
researchers and donors of materials, has provided me over the years of my career with a lot of human
encounters. Thankfully, not just with people of power (traditionally white and wealthy) but with people
of color, and people of the working class, and with people who are creators and experimenters and
people who struggle. American archives began as an action towards preserving the life and writings of
the country’s founders. This tradition of collecting the papers of powerful white men endured, and
archival collection philosophy only in the last 50 years has evolved to be more representative of our
nation’s populace. Yet there still is a stigma attached to collecting materials about the field of
parapsychology or about anomalous human experiences. To only collect the “normal” would be a
travesty because “normal” in the past has so often been defined narrowly.
There are already silences in the archival record—absences rightfully from sacred information,
absences rightfully from storytelling cultures. But there are silences based on our cultural blinders. Some
materials should not be in archives and libraries if those communities do not wish them to be. However,
libraries and archives should not exclude, even hate literature as an example, because how else are we
going to document humanity?
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There is a range and variety of human experiences. For some, that may include a near-death
experience, or perhaps feeling or hearing a loved one who is dead, or seeing evidence of an otherwise
inexplicable event. Or perhaps it is purposefully seeking a moment when you are outside of yourself, to
grasp an understanding of how you fit in the cosmos. We humans strive to get beyond our self, to find
meaningful connection to others and to something bigger. Exceptional experiences accelerate us
beyond the daily experience and our sometimes-entrenched stories we tell ourselves. Typically,
supernatural experiences and endeavors are profound and meaningful. In some cases, people involved
in supernatural occurrences may have been seeking attention, like the noise-making child in the Roll and
Pratt Seaford poltergeist case. Skepticism and disbelief have their place as one intellectually tries to
comprehend supernatural phenomenon, yet we can grow a deeper understanding of, and respectfully
treat, people of all backgrounds, abilities, attitudes, experiences, and choices. Exceptional experiences
are very real to the people who have lived them. Kenneth Ring, I believe, states it best: “the authenticity
of the transcendental experience is revealed by its transformative effects” on that individual (Ring,
undated, “Paradise paper”). Reading, listening, and dialoging with people – even across time and space
in archives –enriches our ability to be compassionate and to help us see beyond ourselves.
It is important that materials documenting a swath of the human experience are preserved and
shared. Thankfully, along with the University of West Georgia, there are a number of archives in the
United States with strong holdings in this area, including Rice University, New York Public Library,
University of California Santa Barbara, and Duke. Holding primary source materials does not condone
them as true, and this is where it is vital to teach information literacy, but it does serve to document
existence of exceptional human experiences and to provide research materials for a greater
understanding of the human condition.
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Figure 1
Transcript of audio recorded interview with Iris by Dr. Kenneth Ring, page 1 of 8, 1977
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Figure 2
“Quotes regarding vision,” in Blind NDE research file, Dr. Kenneth Ring, 1994-1995
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Figure 3
Letter from Roll to “Gaither” (J.G. Pratt), 1958 July 9, about the Seaford case, William G. Roll papers
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Figure 4
Bent cutlery in the William G. Roll papers, photograph by Steven Broome
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Figure 5
Coordinate remote viewing session based on geographic coordinates, Ingo Swann papers, 1979 Sept. 25
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Figure 6
Coordinate remote viewing results table, Ingo Swann papers, 1979
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Figure 7
“Krippner lectures in Los Angeles on ‘Altered States of Consciousness,’” Stanley Krippner papers, 1969

